UPDATE ON PROPOSED BAN ON IMPORTS
OF USED CLOTHING INTO THE EAST
AFRICAN COMMUNITY.
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BIR HISTORY AND SCOPE

• Created in 1948
• International non-profit making trade association
• Main objectives:
 Promotion of materials’ recycling and recyclability
 Facilitation of free and fair trade in recyclables and
secondary raw materials
 Protection of the environment
 Information sourcing for members and industry worldwide
 Representation of the recycling sector at world level
 Information of decision-and-opinion-makers (international
authorities and media)
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THE EAST AFRICAN COMMUNITY
6 Countries
Kenya
Tanzania
Uganda
Burundi
Rwanda
South Sudan
17th ordinary summit of
EAC head’s of state (2nd
March 2016) agreed to
phase out imports of
used clothing within 3
years.

FACTS ABOUT THE EAC MARKET
•
•
•
•
•

Market size about 146 million people
Millions employed in the used clothing trade in East Africa
Over 50,000 traders in Owino Market in Uganda
Over 65,000 traders at Gikomba Market in Kenya
81% of all purchases in Uganda are used clothes

(source: JN Packwood, BIR convention, Berlin 2016)
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WHY ARE THE EAC PROPOSING THE BAN?
• They wish to promote textile production and jobs within the
textile production sector.
• They are seeking to develop “high value” jobs to develop and
transform their economies. Their goal is to become a middle
income region by 2050.
• They are seeking to increase manufacturing base and other
industries to fuel Economic growth.
• They want to tap into the African market to supply African
people with ‘made in Africa’ clothes.
• Need to increase the taxable base
• Reduce their environmental foot print and dumping
• Taking actions towards meeting their Sustainable Development
Goals
‘

CAN USED CLOTHING EXPORTS BE
MAINTAINED & EAC GOALS ACHIEVED?

CAN USED CLOTHING EXPORTS BE
MAINTAINED & EAC GOALS ACHIEVED?

YES!
• Explore further job creation opportunities within EAC
countries, within the used clothing sector.
• Explore opportunities to create manufacturing jobs within
EAC countries, in the emerging textile recycling/fibre
recycling markets.
• Explore the possibilities for EAC countries to fully
contribute to a global circular economy for clothing
industry.

WHAT HAS HAPPENED SINCE THE EAC
ANNOUNCED THE PROPOSED BAN?

HOW HAS THIS COME ABOUT?

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

•
•
•
•
•

Other EAC Countries still not reversed threat of ban
This is what the BIR are
May have raised ill feeling towards western exporters.
seeking
to achieve.
Has sought to try
and maintain
the status quo
Has possibly bought us more time.
We need to develop proposals for a completely new business
relationship with the EAC.
• We need to create the best business partnership possible,
where both sides are benefitting equally.

STEPS TAKEN SO FAR BY BIR!

• 2016 - Partnership agreed between the BIR Textiles Division
and Bangor University Sustainability Team.
• Agreement to develop an alternative proposal for EAC member
states – to keep used clothing markets open, that could help to
develop more manufacturing equivalent jobs, help meet the
countries economic and sustainability objectives.
.

DEVELOPING THE PROPOSAL
Is the way we are currently trading helping our
trading partners in East Africa to achieve their
economic, social and environmental goals?

Are we enabling them to work towards achieving
their own sustainable development goals as we
focus to achieve ours?

BIR AND BANGOR UNIVERSITY’S
RESPONSE
•
•

•

•
•

•

Considering ways of persuading the EAC to rethink the ban
Is it possible to draw on the skills available in Europe, Asia and America and
share these skills with the EAC countries (and the rest of Africa) to enable them
realize their goals? Can brand new sorting jobs be developed in Arica.
Many people in Africa will not be able to afford the ‘made in Africa’ clothes that
the EAC politicians are keen to promote, because of the higher cost of
production. How can supporting the used clothing industry address this?
Shops sell clothes that end up being sold as used to the EAC. Can we inspire
some of these stores to source their clothes from EAC manufacturers?
What is the potential to develop fibre to fibre technology in EAC so that they
can turn reclaimed textiles into new clothes or export the reclaimed fibre to
other countries? This needs to be investigated.
Is it possible to influence African and non-African governments to take a
constructive interest in these issues, rather than perpetuate
misunderstandings? In particular how can ‘we’ (in this room) persuade them?

INITIAL VISIT
October 2016
Preparatory visit to EAC (headed by Jalia Packwood – Bangor).
• Meeting the Senior Private Sector Specialist in Uganda and
the Senior Private Sector Specialist in charge of EAC Affairs,
from the department of Trade and Competitiveness at the
World Bank (International Finance Corporation).
• Speaker of the EAC Assembly
• National Co-ordinator for the Ministers of EAC affairs
• EAC Secretariat
• Deputy Director of EAC Affairs
• 1st Secretary to the Ambassador of Rwanda to the UK

INITIAL VISIT
Outcome of meeting with World Bank

•

The world Bank proposed to collaborate with us (BIR, Bangor University) on
our proposed strategy

•

To work together through a process that will help to come up with informed
recommendations to be presented to the EAC Executive for consideration.

•

The World Bank asked BIR and Bangor University to write to them expressing
interest to collaborate. With a view to establishing a formal partnership
agreement will be signed after all parties agree on how to work.

.

FOLLOW UP MEETING – 2017
Meeting with World Bank (Nairobi)

In attendance – representatives from
•
•

BIR – Ranjit Baxi (BIR President), Mehdi Zerroug (Textiles Division President)
Bangor University -Einir Young (Director Sustainability), Jalia Packwood
(Business Development), . Pamela Matovu (Sustainability Programme Coordinator, Uganda).

•

World Bank
•
•
•

Practice Manager, East Africa, Trade & Competitiveness Global Practice of the World
Bank group (Chair)
Senior Private Sector Specialist in charge East African Affairs at the Trade and
Competitiveness Department of the IFC, World Bank.
Private sector specialists representing different countries in the East and Horn of
Africa as well as the team working with the EAC on issues of Trade and
Competitiveness.

FOLLOW UP MEETING
Outcomes:

• We were told that Ministers were still strongly inclined to
support the ban.
• Evidence based research and practical solutions are required
in order to try and convince EAC ministers to rethink ban.
• Development of a business strategy that will allow the used
clothing industry to co-exist (and create jobs) alongside the
textile production industry.

FOLLOW UP MEETING
Presentation by Mehdi Zerroug
• Provided an overview of how the used clothing sector benefits the
economy and how it has potential to create new jobs.
• Potential to facilitate the manufacturing industry with new products
being made from old clothing. This ties in well with the EAC’s
industrialisation strategy.
• Recommendation that EAC should promote the import of mixed
sorted clothing with a view to enhancing sustainable growth and
increased employment and should continue to support those parts
of the population that depend on the employment in the sector.
• IFC-world bank has considered the proposed alternative strategy
from the BIR/Bangor University and will be incorporating these into
an advisory internal project to the EAC aimed at promoting trade
etc.

NEXT STEPS

• BIR Textiles Division to share their knowledge and expertise with the
World Bank on developing a strategy to promote textile recycling and
manufacturing in the EAC and to encourage investment from textile
recycling businesses.
• More research required to build evidence on the job creation and other
economic, social and environmental opportunities that could be created.
• Funding to be sought by the BIR to deliver the required research.
• Interim research.
• Further meetings with World Bank & Bangor University to present
detailed report to EAC Governments to reconsider the ban.

THANK YOU

Alan Wheeler
Director – Textile Recycling Association (UK)
General Delegate – BIR Textiles Division

E-mail: info@textile-recycling.org.uk
Phone: +44 345 459 8276
Join the BIR
Visit: www.bir.org/membership/join-bir/
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